
Phonics
Each of the 88 full-color 
illustrations shows two 
words featuring initial and 
final consonants, vowels and 
digraphs. Teacher resource 
materials include overhead 
transparencies & reproducible 
student worksheets to 
complete the lessons.

MCFP1 Magnetic Card $133
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Blank 
Magnetic Cards

Tailor your instruction to your 
students’ particular needs. Set of 100 
3.5” x 9” single-sided magnetic cards.

1100BC $50.50

Monaural Headset

This monaural headset is
 perfect for use with the 

CardMaster card reader. The 
flexible microphone captures 

the responses of even 
the softest speaker.

2964AV $39

Fundamentals 
Reading Center

The traditional model and response system of language 
instruction is a proven approach to teaching languages 
and is supported by this reading center. Seeing the picture, 
reading the word, hearing the correct pronunciation, 
repeating the word aloud as modeled and comparing the 
two through listening creates a multi-modal learning 
sequence that both instructs and reinforces word skills. 
This popular reading center puts together the CAR2020 
CardMaster™ card reader and the Readiness, Picture Word 
& Phonics card programs with a heavy-duty plastic storage 
case that will provide years of dependable service.

MCFRC $648

MCFRC
shown

Reader

With the “play and 
listen” option of this reader, 

students can work independently, 
making progress on their own while 
teachers work with other learning 

groups. Individual students can 
practice word recognition and other 

language activities. 

READER $82

Reader
shown

Card Programs
It is widely acknowledged that reading is a primary foundational 
skill to succeed in life. In order for students to be college and career 
ready, they must master reading. Card readers offer students 
multi-modal, kinesthetic, visual and auditory reinforcement that 
help solidify the mental connections between spoken and written 
words. With new emphasis on frequent formative assessments, 
teachers can use Califone card readers to assess phonics, decoding 
skills, and vocabulary development. Whether teachers are working 
with new readers or bringing lower-level readers up to grade level, 
these card sets are a proven method of instruction to use and 
review in either self-directed or teacher-lead applications.

*Begin with basic colors, shapes, numbers & letters to get your 
students up to speed quickly and then move on to tackling 
phonics and decoding skills. Resource materials include overhead 
transparencies and reproducible student worksheets.

Card Titles $95   SKU 
——————————————————————————————————  
Basic Vocabulary #1   MCFBV1  
——————————————————————————————————
Basic Vocabulary #2                              MCFBV2
——————————————————————————————————
Sight Words  MCFSW1
——————————————————————————————————
Telling Time  MCFTT
——————————————————————————————————
Community Helpers, Places & Vehicles  MCFCHPV
——————————————————————————————————
Everyday Words #1    MCFEW1  
——————————————————————————————————
Everyday Words #2  MCFEW2
——————————————————————————————————
Survival Signs   MCFSS  
——————————————————————————————————
Money Words  MCFM
——————————————————————————————————
Food Words  MCFFW 
——————————————————————————————————
Compound Words  MCFCW1
——————————————————————————————————
Picture Words   MCFPW1  
——————————————————————————————————
Rhyming Words ($108)  MCFRW1
——————————————————————————————————
Phonics ($133*)  MCFP1  
——————————————————————————————————
Readiness                          MCFR1 
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Magnetic Card 
Activities Kit

Personalize instruction 
by making your own 
card sets. Includes an 

instruction book, 
stickers, markers, and 

100 3.5” x 9” blank 
magnetic cards for quick 

assembly.       

AK-1000 $77


